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Abstract 

The modern concrete industry faces major challenges in the maintenance of aging infrastructure and 

in the impact of anthropogenic carbon dioxide on the global environment. In the literature, several 

researchers have demonstrated the capabilities of microbially-induced calcium carbonate 

precipitation to fill and seal cracks in cementitious materials. This technique has the potential to 

produce sustainable, carbon-negative repairs by precipitating calcium carbonate from airborne carbon 

dioxide and preventing reconstruction. Researchers have already tested the filling and sealing 

capabilities of microbial repairs successfully. However, the mechanical strength of microbially-

induced crack healing is seldom investigated, especially at the fundamental level. To aid future 

development of this technique, the research discussed herein examines the mechanical bond between 

calcium carbonate bio-deposits and cementitious substrates.  

 

Laboratory-scale resonant frequency and mechanical tests were performed on notched and damaged 

mortar beams. Sporosarcina pasteurii in nutrient media was applied to cracked beams under a variety 

of environmental conditions. Furthermore, bio-deposits were grown on cement paste for nanoscratch 

testing. An epoxy repair system provided a benchmark for comparison. Due to the challenges 

encountered when analyzing a porous, discretely crystalline coating, nanoscratch experimental 

methods were first developed using a simplified model system of calcium-silicate-hydrate corrosion 

products on soda-lime glass substrates.   

 

Mortar beams in nearly all treatment conditions recovered to 95-105% of their pre-cracked resonant 

frequency, except beams healed autogenously, which reached 85% recovery. In mechanical testing, 

only the set of beams healed by epoxy recovered significant load-carrying capacity. Other treated 

beams exhibited marginal improvements in fracture toughness recovery, but again lagged far behind 

the epoxy-based repair. On the other hand, the stiffness recovery of nearly all treatment conditions 

was competitive with epoxy. Therefore, the bacteria-based treatment produced a repair that is weak 

in tension on the laboratory scale, but that bridges cracks well enough to increase overall stiffness.  

 

Initial nanoscratch experiments were capable of quantifying empirically observed distinctions in 

bond strengths for the model porous coatings. On this smaller scale, we find that a bio-deposit 

coating on cement paste fails at similar critical loads as an epoxy coating. While the beam tests on 

the laboratory scale indicate a weak bond, it is possible for the fundamental bond strength between 

bio-deposits and cementitious materials to approach that of a conventional repair material. Future 

experimentation ought to explore the challenging growth conditions inside of a realistic crack to 

determine why the bio-deposits performed well only under ideal growth conditions. 


